Aptean TabWare Mobile for
Oil & Gas
Anywhere, Anytime Access to your EAM in the Field
_______
TabWare Mobile provides oil and gas field operators or personnel with a solution that can operate in and out of
range of cell, WiFi, or other networks. Deployed as a native mobile application, TabWare Mobile delivers a robust,
yet easy to use, experience across a variety of mobile devices. It enables your team to have real-time access to EAM
(enterprise asset management) data as well as perform work while in the field or on operating sites regardless
of whether they are on- or off-line. TabWare Mobile gives maintenance technicians the ability to download work
assignments, review necessary execution information, and comprehensively report on the completion of their
tasks, while being led through an intuitive step-by-step workflow within the application. With TabWare Mobile, your
oil and gas operation will benefit from a safer work environment, increased regulatory compliance, labor savings,
and access to data for valuable and actionable insights into operational improvements – all leading to increased
revenue and profitability. Just a few of the many features of TabWare Mobile include:

Completion Wizard – Streamline
work processes with an intuitive
and configurable guided
workflow that enables users to
efficiently perform work activities
while out in the field.

Link Image – Take a picture using
your mobile device and upload
it to a specific work order to give
additional context and clarity on
the asset.

My Work List – Ready access
to work assignments and work
detail to support the work
process and ensure complete
visibility into maintenance
progress.

Work Order – Create new,
update, or complete work order
action items and statuses from
a mobile device to improve data
accuracy with point-of-execution
data capturing capabilities.
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Extend Access to Field and Operating Sites
With the production technologies available today, oil and gas operators are able to get to reserves in more remote
places than ever before. And while network connectivity is increasingly ubiquitous, there are many areas which
have either intermittent or no coverage in which to operate. With TabWare Mobile, field operators can access their
EAM system at any place and time. As production expectations accelerate and regulatory requirements increase,
TabWare Mobile ensures that operational assets run effectively and efficiently in order to maximize economic
opportunity.

Benefits of TabWare Mobile

Anywhere, Anytime Access
View and execute work
whether on- or off-line to
ensure you can work better
and faster, extending EAM
access to field and operating
sites.

Efficient Work Execution
Easy-to-use functionality
that was designed to work
the way you do, resulting in
increased wrench-time and
reduced non-productive
time.

Point-of-Execution
Data Capture
Instantly track/report
completed work. View a work
list, capture notes/meter
readings, or create new work
orders directly.

Data Synchronization
Access your EAM data onthe-go from your mobile
device and auto upload
data to your backend EAM
system.

Paperless Environment
Eliminate the need for paper
work orders with the ability
to view, open, and close
out work orders through a
mobile device.

Improved User Experience
Tailor the experience for
end users by leveraging
TabWare’s extensive
configurability for queries,
screens, text, messages, and
workflows.

For more information on Aptean TabWare’s Mobile solution, email us at info@aptean.com.

Aptean provides very specific industries with very specific ERP, supply chain management,
and customer experience solutions. In today’s fast-paced, highly competitive economy,
organizations don’t have time to waste forcing homegrown software, spreadsheets, and
one-size-fits-all solutions to do things they were never designed to do. Aptean is on a
mission to end those workarounds – with industry-specific solutions instead of generic
software, expert support instead of making you go it alone, and a steady influx of new ideas
instead of the status quo. For more information, visit www.aptean.com.
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